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   Restoration Plan for the River Rib at Buntingford 

 

This plan was prepared by Sarah Perry, Herts & Middlesex Wildlife Trust (HMWT), following a river walkover and planning session in May 2019 with Graham Waite (Town 

Mayor) and three residents of Buntingford. This follows on from earlier meetings in 2019 between Buntingford Town Council and HMWT where opportunities for improving 

the River Rib in partnership were discussed. 

The plan covers approximately 1 mile of the River Rib through Buntingford. At its upstream extent the river intersects Vicarage Road and at its downstream extent the river 

intersects Aspenden Road (before the A10) by the Sewage Treatment Works. 

The plan is split into four sections. Each section outlines the main issues and highlights actions that could be taken to restore and improve the River Rib. 

Low water levels and insufficient flows are a major issue. It impacts the form of the river and reduces how well it functions naturally. Low flows are a result of long term 

over-abstraction (from the aquifer and river) to supply increasing levels of public water consumption. This is made-worse by changing weather patterns, such as rainfall and 

seasonal temperatures, which reduce the ability of the aquifer and river to re-charge. Low flows are not unique to the River Rib; it is a complex and wide-ranging issue 

affecting most rivers in South East England. As such, the causes of low flow cannot be fully addressed by this plan. 

However, there are still a range of practical options that could be delivered to improve the River Rib in its current form, alongside raising public awareness to help reduce 

the impact of water consumption and over-abstraction on river flows. 

Below is a summary of actions that could be applied to the whole of the River Rib through Buntingford: 

 Management of bankside trees to create a dappled light / shade effect (70% open to 30% cover). This would bring more light into the channel, allowing in-stream plants 

to grow and oxygenate the water. 



 Removing or altering artificial structures including; weirs, spillways, culverts and fords. This would reduce impoundment (pooling of water), improve conveyance of flow 

and reduce barriers to migrating wildlife e.g. fish. 

 Re-gravelling the river bed to raise its levels and improve the gradient downstream. This would help reduce issues caused by slow-flows and address historic alterations 

made to the river (e.g. dredging) to restore its natural form and function. 

 Establish a citizen-science scheme to monitor water quality, river wildlife and spread of invasive non-native plant species (INNS). This might include: 

- Riverfly Monitoring sites – records river invertebrates as a way of detecting pollution. 

- Water quality sampling – using home-testing kits for nitrates and phosphates. 

- Ecological surveys – record and monitor wildlife populations e.g. breeding bird surveys or dragonfly transects. 

- Monitoring and early control of Himalayan balsam (e.g. hand-pulling where safe and accessible) 

- Litter removal and clean-up events. 

 Raising public awareness of chalk streams and the importance of saving water – highlighting the direct impacts and benefits to the River Rib.  

An aspiration for Buntingford to become a “water-saving town” (similar to the “plastic-free Buntingford” initiative) could be considered, aiming towards achieving the 

new Government target of reducing per person water consumption to 110 litres per day. Water-saving messages might be delivered, for example, via public events, the 

Buntingford Journal, Local and Neighbourhood Plans.  

 

Prioritisation of actions 

Some of the suggested actions will be straighter forward to implement than others. Whilst larger projects are being considered, some quick-wins for the river could include: 

- Tree management to increase light levels to the river. 

- Naturalising the channel (with soft engineering techniques) and formalising vegetation bars / islands in-channel. 

- Maintaining flow under Ford outlets by clearing silt. 

- Establishing citizen-science monitoring schemes (as described above). 

- Installing interpretation and raising public awareness of chalk streams and water conservation via other media / engagement tools.  



Section 1 

River suffers from very low flows (adequate flows only after heavy rainfall), sediment build-up, artificial 

structures creating impoundment and barriers to fish migration, and over-shading. 

 

 Selective tree work to increase light levels to river. This will encourage in-channel vegetation growth. 

Aim for dappled light effect of 70% open to 30% shade. Cover should preferentially be retained over pools 

where fish can hold-up. Mature trees mainly Sycamore. 

 

 Narrow channel by approx. 1/3 using gravel bars, brushwood ledges, coir rolls or other soft-

engineering options. This will help to accommodate low flows, increase sinuosity of channel and 

encourage marginal vegetation to establish.  

 

This section is heavily modified and flows through an open brick culvert and weir to a Ford. There is 

no in-channel vegetation and the bed has a deep deposit of silt (approx. 0.5m).  

- Notch centre of weir to reduce upstream impoundment and improve fish passage. 

- Naturalise / soften channel margins through brick culvert – possibly use coir rolls to soften bank line 

and backfill with silt scraped from channel.  

- Options used must accommodate water levels in times of high flow and not prevent outlets under 

Ford from functioning. 

 

- Outflows under Ford blocked with silt and inhibiting flow downstream. Keep outflows clear of silt to 

maintain continuous flow. Consider options to completely de-silt this section of channel. 

Over-shaded channel with low flows,          
lacking in-stream vegetation River impounded in brick culvert and obstructed by weir 

Outlets under ford blocked with silt resulting in 
reduced flows downstream 



Section 2 

River suffers from low flows resulting in standing pools of water and sediment / pollution build-up, 

artificial structures creating impoundment and barriers to fish migration and over-shading. 

River is confined to an open concrete culvert. Riverbed is lined in places with concrete and the sides of 

the channel are high and artificial (made of brick or concrete.)  

 Re-naturalise channel using soft-engineering techniques within confines of the existing open culvert.  

- Create a two-stage, meandering channel within culvert; this will improve the form and function of the 

river at both low and high flows. 

- New channel profile could be shaped through adding and sculpting gravels, installing low-flow 

brushwood ledges and pre-planted coir rolls. 

- Reduce channel width by approx. 1/3 to accommodate low flows and promote scour of gravels. 

- Introduce marginal vegetation to soften and naturalise channel. 

- Consider options to remove concrete lining of river bed where feasible. 

 

 Channel vegetation, including Common Reed (Phragmites australis) and Greater Willowherb 

(Epilobium hirsutum), is growing in some places.  Maintain and promote growth of in-channel vegetation, 

ensuring that approx. 1/4 channel width remains open for flow. Remove willow saplings. 

 

 Formalise vegetation margins and islands where they are forming in-channel, and sculpt gravel bars, to improve contour and function of natural features. This will help to narrow 

channel by approx. 1/3 and increase scour of river bed, promote channel sinuosity, encourage in-stream plant growth and reduce upstream impoundment. 

 

 Selective tree work to increase light levels to river. This will encourage in-channel vegetation growth. Aim for dappled light effect of 70% open to 30% shade. Cover should 

preferentially be retained over pools where fish can hold-up. Mature trees mainly Horse Chestnut. 

 

 Pollution from roads quickly enters the river during times of rain  

- Maintain a narrow buffer strip of vegetation along roadside edge to help reduce dust / pollution run off into river. 

- Possible option to investigate installing SUDS schemes (in appropriate places) to further reduce pollution entering river via road run-off. 

 

Surface water drain discharges into the river at Pigs Nose. This is connected to a Sustainable Urban Drainage System (SUDS) scheme in the Taylor Wimpy housing development to 

the East. Pollution and excess sediment enters the river via this outfall. An investigation into the effectiveness of the SUDS scheme is needed, along with an option to reduce 

sediment loading of the river at the outfall – introduction of reedbed to help filter sediments might be an option. 

 

Notch centre of concrete spillway under road bridge (The Tannery) to allow consistent flow and improve fish passage. 

 

 Option for installing interpretation (“chalk stream discovery boards”) at entrance to Layston Court Gardens. 

 



Section 2   

  

Standing water due to lack of flow in river.        
Pollution visible on surface of water, possibly 
entering river via run-off from Wyddial Road. 

River in artificially lined channel (open culvert) 
along Wyddial Road, looking downstream 

River lacks in-stream vegetation and has 
excess silt deposits on river bed

Vegetation bars and islands that could be 
formalised to improve river form and function

Over-shaded channel with low flows, 
lacking in-stream vegetation. Looking 

upstream from Layston Court Gardens. 

1Surface water outfall at Pigs Nose  

Concrete spillway under The Tannery                           
Road Bridge compounding low flow problems 

Looking downstream from The Tannery Road Bridge. 
Good marginal vegetation cover, flow is sped up along 

left bank scouring river bed. 



 

Section 3 

River is more natural with slightly better form and function, patches of marginal and in-stream 

vegetation, gentle meanders and some visible gravels. However it still suffers from severe low flows, 

resulting in very shallow water or standing water pooled behind obstructions (like spillways), along 

with over-shading. There is also a major flood defence / weir structure, completely impassable to 

fish, creating an impounding effect upstream. 

 

 Giant Hogweed known to be present through section. Currently being treated by a contractor on 

behalf of the EA and Affinity Water. Monitor GHW and report to EA if spread is noticed. 

 

 Selective tree work to increase light levels to river. This will encourage in-channel vegetation growth. 

Aim for dappled light effect of 70% open to 30% shade. Cover should preferentially be retained over 

pools where fish can hold-up. Buddleia scrub to be preferentially removed, especially in upstream 

extent where dominant. 

 

 Formalise vegetation margins and islands where they are forming in-channel, and sculpt gravel bars, 

to improve contour and function of natural features.  

 

 Channel is overwide in places for amount of flow and would benefit from narrowing by approx 1/3. This will help to promote channel sinuosity, encourage in-stream plant growth 

and increase scour of river bed. 
 

 Complete tree work first and monitor growth of in-stream vegetation which may narrow channel. If vegetation does not establish, install low-flow features such as gravel bars or 

brushwood ledges, and/or large woody habitat where appropriate.  
 

 Re-gravel channel to raise bed levels and grade on a gradual decline downstream, to help increase flow velocity and address issues from historic dredging. 

 

Flow restricted across spillway under High Street Road Bridge, causing impoundment upstream. Investigate options for improving flow under bridge, possible through notching 

concrete base or raising bed levels upstream of bridge. 

 

Option for installing interpretation (“chalk stream discovery boards”) on common land along Chapel End. 

 

Flood defence / weir structure owned by EA and used to regulate water levels across Flood Risk Zone 3 (includes Buntingford). Structure has a drop of approx. 6-8ft and is 

impassable to fish. It has a series of brick block footings downstream of drop and their function is unknown. Upstream of weir the channel is impounded and heavily silted. 

Immediately downstream of weir the channel is over wide (funnel-shaped) and reduces effectiveness of flow in main channel. Investigate options for adapting structure to enable 

fish passage and reduce upstream impoundment. Investigate options to narrow (funnel-shaped) channel immediately downstream of weir to concentrate flow in main channel.  

 

Option for creating a riverside picnic area with interpretation (“chalk stream discovery boards”) on raised platform, along right bank looking downstream from footbridge over weir. 



Section 3 

  

Downstream from High Street Road Bridge. Good cover of in-stream 
vegetation in artificial section of channel. 

Upstream under High Street Road Bridge. Flow stagnant in over-wide 
channel. Outfall enters under bridge. 

Upstream under High Street Road Bridge. River impounded 
and sediment / pollutants / algae accumulating. 

Gravel bars create meanders in channel. Option 
to enhance natural features and improve form 

and function of channel. 
Flood defence / weir structure.                                                       

Impassable to fish and impacting flow upstream. 
Downstream of weir. Over-wide neck of channel reducing flow velocity 
in main channel. Platform on right bank possible option for picnic area. 



Section 4 

River suffers from low flows until it is joined by an outfall from the Sewage Treatment Works, 

operated by Thames Water, close to the A10 near the end of the reach.  

This section is more natural with slightly better form and function, gentle meanders, visible gravels 

and patches of in-stream vegetation including Starwort and Water Crowfoot.  

 

 Selective tree work to increase light levels to river. This will encourage in-channel vegetation growth. 

Aim for dappled light effect of 70% open to 30% shade. Cover should preferentially be retained over 

pools where fish can hold-up. Mature trees mainly consist of Willows, Alder and Sycamore. 
 

 Channel is overwide in places for amount of flow and would benefit from narrowing by approx. 1/3. 

This will help to promote channel sinuosity, encourage in-stream plant growth and increase scour of 

river bed. 

 

 Complete tree work first and monitor growth of in-stream vegetation which may narrow channel. If 

vegetation does not establish, install low-flow features such as gravel bars or brushwood ledges, and/or 

large woody habitat where appropriate.  

 

 

 

 Formalise vegetation margins and islands where they are forming in-channel, and sculpt gravel bars, to improve contour and function of natural features.  

 

 Re-gravel channel to raise bed levels and grade on a gradual decline downstream, to help increase flow velocity and address issues from historic dredging. 

 

 Investigate feasibility of installing an artificial re-circulation system, from STW outfall to top of River Rib at Vicarage Road, to improve flow regime through reach. 

 

 Industrial Estate along right bank of river (looking downstream) is currently under development. Ensure a sufficient buffer strip (e.g. 20m as outline in Local Plan) of species-rich 

habitats are retained alongside river to maintain its naturalness and soften the hard engineered areas further away. This will ensure wildlife can continue to move freely along the 

river and provides a green corridor feature for people living nearby. 

 

 Option for installing interpretation (“chalk stream discovery boards”) along new riverside footpath being created adjacent to Industrial Estate. 

 

 

  

STW outfall 



Section 4 

Industrial site next to river where new footpath will be installed. 
Possible site for chalk stream interpretation. 

Meanders trying to form. Channel would benefit from narrowing 
and enhancing natural features to create more sinuosity and scour. 

River would benefit from additional gravels that are sculpted and 
graded on a decline downstream, to vary flow regime. 

River heavily over-shaded in places. In-stream 
vegetation would benefit from more light. 

Looking upstream towards Industrial Site on left bank. Patches of in-stream vegetation where there is more 
flow downstream of Sewage Treatment Works. 


